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Acid Lab
Stasis Ep

Tracklist:

01 . Acid Lab - Stasis (05:46)

02. Acid Lab - Meltdown (06:44)

03. Acid Lab - Infusion (05:37)

04. Acid Lab - The Core (05:25)

Credits:

All tracks written, produced and arranged by Daniel Schwerdel.

Artwork and design by [ The Sleepwalker ].

http://www.iamthesleepwalker.com
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Trading the Garden of Death'

Acid Lab

Acid_Lab is Daniel Schwerdel from Germany and he's taking you back into the late 90s. Back then Daniel was
very impressed of the early releases by No U-Turn. Reinforced or Virus. So he started to experiment with

different sounds and software. He is very consequent in leaving his tracks in a minimal and reduced style, that

can be deep and melodic or very dark.

Acid Lab interview on Break-Fast Radio

Introduce yourself.

My name is Daniel Schwerdel aka Acid_Lab from

Germany and twelve years ago I was infected with the

Jungle virus. Mainly I'm a producer, but sometimes I

create my own mixes, too. Jungle / D&B was my first

love and it will be my last.

What was your first bought record?

My first bought record was one of Andy C. I think it

was 'Roll On'.

What was your first gig? Where, when, etc?

Back in the day I just mixed some tapes for a couple

of friends, mainly these tapes featured my own tracks.

I'm a producer first and then a 'DJ\

fa
What other (non dnb) music styles do you prefer?

At the moment, I like Dubstep very much. There are a lot of new and fresh artists right now, who break

boundaries and try to do new and creative things. I also love to listen to Trip Hop, Electro, Downbeat or some
classic Detroit Techno stuff.

Who is your favorite producer?

There are many: Paradox, Break, Calibre. Breakage, Ed Rush, Source Direct. Photek, Phace and the list goes
on and on...

Who is your favorite DJ? And why?

I like the vibes of DJ Clever (Offshore). He has done his 'homework' and his sets take you to another places.

What are your future plans?

To produce music and to release it on various well known labels. I also want to work with other artists and I'm a

huge fan of remixes as well.

What can the listeners expect at this show?

A journey through all urban styles, from Dubstep to Drumfunk back to the harder sounds of Snare & Bass and

Techstep. Just listen and enjoy.

What does your mother think of your dj bizznizz?

I'm no professional "DJ', so it's no problem for my parents. This is my first official mix for Break-Fast Radio.

Mix: http://www.break-fastradio.com/archives/BFR060 22.07.2008 feat ACID LAB hosted by Fre4knc.mp3

Interview taken from Break-Fast Radio, jungletrain.net

http://www.break-fastradio.com

http://www.jungletrain.net

Weblinks and contact:

Acid Lab's myspace profile: http://www.mvspace.com/acidlabdnb

AIM: aciddrums
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Genre: Electronic

Sub Genre I: Drum "n
1

Bass
Sub Genre II: Techstep

Source: Ep
Number of tracks: 4
Total Playing Time: 23:32
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Country: Hungary
Copyright: Creative Commons License
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Covers: Cover Front, Cover Back

Black Hoe Recordings:

Web:

http://www.blackhoe-recordinqs.com

Myspace:

http://www.myspace.com/blackhoe

E-mail:

miqu@blackhoe-recordinqs.com

^Tending the Garden of Death!"
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